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A SUGGESTED GRAPHIC ARTS COURSE FOR
INDUSTRIAL ARTS TZAOHBHS
Introduction
This course is designed for college students in
Industrial Arts Teacher Education program at Prairie
View km and I, College, and is set up as a beginning
course in graphic arts, that a student may take at any
level (Freshman, Sophomore, Junior or Senior)#

It is

intended to supply a definite number of projects which
will systematically acquaint the student with fundamen
tals of the graphic arts#

This course has been designed

to fit into the ov rail program of the School of Indus
trial Education and Technology at Prairie View A. and M#
College, and to meet the needs, aims, and objectives of
this school.
This course is intended to cover a period of one
semester in length and is open to all of the industrial
arts students#

Instruction is scheduled for one hour

and fifty minutes three times a week#

Three semester

2

hours of college credits ©ay be earned upon satis
factorily completing the course*
•Shis course is not intended to cover all of the
graphic arts courses since it is virtually impossible
to include all of the graphic arts courses in eighteen
weeks. The course is designed to acquaint the student
with a few of the basic graphic arts processes.

If the

course will familiarise the student with some of the
common procedures in graphic arts, it will have accom
plished its purpose.
Statement of the Problem
The purpose of this study is to develop a course
of study that will provide industrial arts students
with basic knowledge of, and skills in the graphic arts.
In approaching this problem, an attempt will be
made to aeco?apliah the following:
1. Explain the nature of the graphic arts industry.
Discuss the outlook for the future in the gra
phic arts field.
2. Present criteria for selecting a comprehensive
course of study.

3
3* Present a proposed course of study in graphic
arts for students in Industrial Arts Teacher
Education at Prairie View A. and H* College*

Definition of Term®
For purposes of this study, the following terms are
defined?
1. The words "Graphic Arts'" and "Printing" are
used a® synonymous terms in this study only *
The meaning is? an art which pertain to the
expression of ideas by means of lines, marks,
or characters impressed on a surface*
2* "Industrial Arts Education"
That phase of
general education which provides learning
experiences, understanding, and appreciation
of materials, tools, process®®, products, and
the conditions and requirements incident,
generally, to the manufacturing and
mechanical industries*
3* "Course of Study"-—-is a comprehensive plan
which show® the scope and teaching of all
the activities provided for a particular
subject in a curriculum*
Limitations of the Study
Aside from the expected limitations of time,
resources, and communications, there seem to be two
major limitations to this study*

The first is that the
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study is limited by experiences of the author with
reference to the strengths and weaknesses of the stu
dents in the Industrial Arts Teacher
at Prairie View A« and M. College,

Education Program

Secondly, the study

is limited in that it is constructed with the idea of
projecting a single course that is to be integrated with
other courses in the industrial arts curriculum at
Prairie View A, and M# College, rather than attempt to
establish an entire curriculum in graphic arts,
A lesser limitation, perhaps, but one that has
concerned the writer from the beginning, is that of
objectivity.

Because of its nature as a proposal and

because it is a projection from the immediate into the
curriculum, the study will depend largely upon infor
mation received from past experience© by the author, and
suggested guidelines by recognised authorities in curri
culum development in the field of Industrial Education,
Sources of Data and Method of Study
The necessary data for this study were obtained
from the following sources«
1, Literature from the United States Department
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of Labor was svrrveyea for the purpose of
obtaining needed information concerning
the nature and outlook of the graphic arts
industry#
2# Literature on graphic arts was supplied by
the International Graphic Arts Education
Association* and the Education Council of the
Graphic Arts Industry was surveyed for back
ground information, and subject natter con
tent for the course of study. Survey of
literature concerned with development of
curriculum material® in Industrial Education
was made#
To ascertain the best methods, procedure and

content for the development of curriculum materials in
Industrial Arts, the normative Survey Method was used.
Iced for the Study
It is felt that a knowledge of Graphic Arts is
essential in contributing to the teaching efficiency of
an industrial arts teacher, and therefore, is needed by
teachers of Industrial Arts,
In addition to the above need, many public school
systems require that student© make a satisfactory grade
on the National i'eaehers Examinations in order to qualify
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for employment as teachers in the public schools of
Texas.

A portion of the Industrial Arts Optional

Section of that examination is concerned with graphic
arts.

By ta&ing this course in Graphic Arts, the

students will have an opportunity to improve their
performance on this examination.

CHAPTER II
NATURE AMD OUTLOOK CP THE GRAPHIC ART,5 INDUSTRY
It is difficult to speak of the nature and outlook
of the graphic arts industry without first speaking of
the processes that have been developed in graphic arts
and their effect upon civilisation#

In order to present

a true picture of these processes that have developed in
graphic arts, we will have to rely on statistics#

Most

of the facte and figures presented here have been taken
from census reports prepared by the United States
Government.

Graphic Arts ia one of the leading industries

of the United States#

As an industry, it ranks ninth

when measured by value of the product turned out by
printing plants.

When measured by the value added to

raw materials in the process of manufacturing, the
graphic arts industry is measured sixth? in wages paid
its workers, it stands in seventh place#^

1# United States, Washington, D#u., U.S. Department
of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics. Employment Outlook
in Printlm? Occupations. 1961, p# 393#

Bight hundred and fifty thousand men and women are
employed today in the graphic arts industry of the United
States. More important, the industry is facing a serious
manpower shortage.
As an example, a recent study by the Printing In
dustry of America indicates that the industry "needs
almost double the number of apprentices now in training,
merely to replace the men who will move on before the
»

present class of apprentices is graduated *

2

Graphic arts is big business. It pays out more
than a billion dollars a year in wages. let, it is an
industry composed of many small enterprise®.

Of more

than 40,000 print shoos In the nation, more than one-third
are "one-man" shops.3
A printer can be a scholar, an artist, a business
man, or a craftsman.

As a craftsman, his pay will be

"better-than-average" in relation to comparable jobs in

2, Education Council of the Graphic Arts Industry
Tour Careers in Printing and Graphic Arts (Washington,
D.Cj., 1961), p. i•"
5. Cleeton-Pitkin, general Printing (Bloomington,
Illinois t Mclnight and IcKnight Publishing Company,
1952), p. 8.

other industries*

However, salaries rang© from as low

as 165*00 a week for beginners, to more than $25,000 per
year for executives*
It is not known exactly how many printing plants
there are in the United States? however, recent census
figures reveal that there are nearly 30,000 printing
establishments whose annual business amounts to $5,000
or more* If plants of smaller size were included, the
number would be found to be about 40,000*

In plants

producing printing worth 15,000 or more per year, approxi
mately 600,000 persons are employed*

Among the 600,000

who work in the industry, approximately 425,000 may be
classified as skilled or semi-skilled craftsmen*

The

other 175,000 are sales, office and supervisory employees*
The printing industry has grown very rapidly since
1900*

The ever increasing demand for printed products

ha© led research foundations in several universities to
predict a sixty per cent increase in commercial printing
volume in the 1960*3*

Printing and photo industries are

4* 01 eton-PiIkins, ibid* p» 8*
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second only to the missile and electronic fields in terms
of rapid growth*

The graphic arts industry, which in

cludes papermaking, printing, and photo fields, generally
grows according to population growth, living standards,
and education*

In the coming years, there will he not

only a need for skilled craftsmen, hut a growing demand
for men who understand the use of science and mathematics
in developing and administering the complex process of
this industry^
The printing industry consists of a number of
divisions. Of these, the largest, in terms of printing
craftsmen employed, is made up of more than 12,000 com
mercial or job printing shops which produce printed
matter such as letterheads, advertising matter, folders,
and pamphlets*

Commercial shop® also print books,

periodicals, limited-run newspapers, and aagailnes*
More than half of all workers employed in commercial
shops are in plant® with fewer than 100 worker®*

A few

large plants which employ more than a thousand workers

5* United States, Washington, B# C., U*S» Depart
ment of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics. Banloviaent
Outlook in Printing Occupations. 1961, p. 392*
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each and compete for business on a state or national basis
account for about one-sixth of all commercial printing
employees.
newspapers provide the second largest employment
field for printing craftsmen.

A great majority of the

approximately 1,800 daily and 9,000 weekly newspapers
throughout the nation do their own printing#

Although

some major metropolitan newspapers employ as many as
several hundred craftsmen, many smaller dailies and
weeklies employ fewer than 15 skilled workers.
Lithographic plants provide the third largest
area of employment for craftsmen in the industry. 'These
plants produce items similar to those of commercial
plants, but differ in the type of printing process used.
About two-thirds of the employment in the lithographic
division is in plants with 25 or more employees.
Binderies, which assemble printed materials into
books, folders, magazines, and pamphlets also provide
many job opportunities for craftsmen.
Other divisions of the industry employing many
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craftsmen include firms such as those specialising in book
printing, magazine printing, greeting card printing, and
printing of business forms*

In addition, many shops

perform service functions, such as photoengraving, type
setting, electretyping and stereotyping, and offset platemaking for printing establishments, advertising departments
of large firms, and advertising agencies*0
In 1900 there were about 185,000 wage earners in the
industry} while in 1950 there were about 425,000 workers*
Like many other industries, production in printing has
increased more rapidly than has the number of workers em
ployed* In 1900 about #400,000,000 worth of printing was
manufactured by 185,000 wage earners*

In 1929 the value

of printing produced by 305,000 workers was 13,156,000,000*
In 1950 the total value of printed products manufactured
by 425,000 wage earners was estimated at #6,500,000,000.
By comparing these figures, it is seen that the rate of
production per wage earner in 1900 was slightly acre than
12,162} in 1929 the rate was a little over 18,865} and

6# ibid., p. 392.
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In 1950 it was 115,294®

At present, about two-third© of

all printing production occurs in medium-size plant©,
doing between $20,000 and $500,000 worth of business each
year.
There are many divisions of the graphic arts
industry#

The United States Census Bureau groups the

distribution of worker© of the industry as follows«
Hewspaper Publishing

30$

General Commercial Printing..........
Book Publishing.

7$

Periodical (Magazine) Publishing..... 7$
Greeting Card Printing.......*....... 3$
Service Industries
Binding book© and pamphlets...... 8$
Photoengraving.

3f>

Typesetting.

2$

Steel, Copper and Wood Engraving. 2$
Blectrotyping and Stereotyping... 2$
The proceeding census grouping is somewhat sisleading because in many printing and publishing plants,

operations include those shown a© "being performed by
service industries, for example, in the majority of
newspaper plants, photoengraving and stereotyping are
done on the premises. Likewise, most commercial, perio
dical, and book printers do bindery work and typesetting.
Therefore, the census data on service industries show
merely the extent to which special service® are occasio
nally purchased by printers from speciality houses.
Due to its effect upon civilization, the printing
industry, like any other basic industries of the United
States, has a tendency to be located in geographical
areas which are highly populated.

This is reflected in

the fact that the two largest printing centers in the
United States are hew fork City and Chicago.
Basic Processes in the Graphic Arts Industry
The printing industry of the United States turns
out an annual volume of printed products valued in the
billions of dollars. In addition to the usual printing
on paper, printing is also done on wood, glass, cloth,
rubber, metal, plastic and leather.
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The constant improvement of machines, methods and
processes has transformed the printing procedure from the
essentially slow, laborious hand methods of the early days*
The printer of today is still a craftsman, hut a craftsman aided by swiftly-operated automatic, or semi-automatic
7
machinery*
A description of the various printing processes Is
essential to an understanding of the work performed by the
printing crafts*

To be able to produce the needed quan

tities of printed products as speedily and economically
a® possible, the printing industry utilises a number of
different printing processes*

The five major processes

by which most of today*a printing is done are J (1) letter
press, (2) gravure, (3) screen, (4) engraving, and
(5) off-set*
One of the most important factors in man's advance
from barbarism has been the perfecting of the communi
cation systems by which a constant interchange of
knowledge and opinions are brought about*

The earliest

7* John E« Cogli, Photo-Offset Fundamentals
(Bloomington, Illinoiss iclnight and Mcknight Publishing
Company, I960), p. 1.
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man could communicate only by grunts, cries, and by band
signs#

Then came the development of languages and of

writing* by means of which man could express and transmit
an infinite variety of concepts from one generation to
another.
Printing, a© a practical method, moved, at a snail*®
pace until about 500 years ago#

i'he big breakthrough took

place in Germany» where Johannes Gutenberg invented movable
type in 1450. Gutenberg was history*a first compositor.
Hia famous Bible was composed of individual type
characters he set by hand'into lines of words. This was,
of course, the beginning of letterpress printing*
Letterpress, or (Belief) printing, is the "tradi
tional" method of graphic reproduction.

As the first

step in this process, type is composed into lines of
desired length.

These lines, when proofread and corrected,

are then made up into pages, and locked in an iron frame,
or chase.
The chase containing the form to be printed is
transferred to the bed of the printing press and locked
in position*
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The press is made ready in order that all portions
of the printing surface will strike the paper with the
proper pressure«
Paper is fed through the press until the desired
number of printed copies are obtained#

Sheets are folded

and, where necessary, assembled into unit® and bound to
produce a finished job#
Methods of press production by this process vary
more widely than in ether basic processes#

Machines

used include a wide variety of sheet-fed cylinder presses,
as well as flat-bed cylinder and platen presses#
If illustrations are need in the relief form,
plates must be prepared separately and mounted to the
height of the type#

They are then inserted in the desired

position before the form is locked in the chase»®
In gravure printing the type is set, made up into
pages or section®, and a proof of the type form is taken
on a proof press or on a regular press using standard
make-ready.
8# Gltrn tf# elector, and Charles W# Pitkin,
General Printing (Bloomington, Illinois* ScKnight and
KoKnight Publishing Company, 19553? P* 8.
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The proof of the type form Is photographed to secure
a negative for making the grsvure plate#
existing may he used for copy.

A form already

Other forms of original©*

including handwriting# typewriting copy# drawings# or
sketches# may also be used#

Photographs of illustrations

are made to secure negatives, which are assembled with
type negatives.
In the gravure process# photo-composing method© may
be used in transcribing copy instead of photographing
proof or other forms of originals#
Positives of the type form© and illustration© are
made fro© the negatives#

These are assembled and exposed

to a ©©nsitive surface# mounted on heavy paper known as
carbon tissue#
This intermediate step is necessary in order to
provide a mean© of controlling the depth of the etched
areas of the gravure plate#
The carbon tissue is placed face down on a copper
plate or cylinder#

The paper backing is removed and the

cylinder# or plate, is etched#

Printing ie accomplished
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by direct eontaet of the paper with the gravure plat®
surface! however, the printing areas of the intaglio plate
are the depressions containing ink.
This method is especially adapted to long run prin
ting; a plate may be used to produce as many as a million
impressions»

When the method is combined with web-fed

rotary presses, it is known as rote-grsvure, commonly used
in printing magassines, labels, wrappers and newspaper
supplements.

Sheet-fed oyUnder presses are also used in

producing certain type© of gravure work. The method ranks
third in volume of product,3
It should be noted that there are several additional
names by which the off-set process is knowns photo-offset,
lithography, photo-lithography, photo-offset lithography,
and offset lithography,

Am generally used, the above names

refer to one and the same process*
Offset printing is a planographic method of printing;
that is, it employ® a flat printing plate on which the
image is level with the non-printing area. In other words,

9* fleeton-Pitkin, ibid,, p, 13.
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the part of the plate which does the printing is neither
raised above, nor out below, the surface of the plate.
Offset printing can be done from a flat plate be
cause of a fundamental chemical facts "grease and water
do not nix"•
As purchased or prepared in the shop, the offset
plate la a thin sheet of paper or metal, so treated
chemically and mechanically that its surface will readily
retain a thin film of applied moisture#
The image to be printed is placed on this plate by
a photographic-chemical process, employing in its final
steps the developing of the image by use of a greasy or
"fatty" inJc#

the image may also be created directly on

the plat© by typing, hand lettering, or drawing| in each
case using special lithographic typewriter ribbons, pen
cils, tusche or ink which will cause a "greasy" image on
the plat®#
A completely prepared offset plate, then, actually
contains two separate and distinct areas on its flat
surface: (1) the image (printing) area, which is cos-
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posed of greasy or fatty ink, and (2) the clear (non
printing 3 area.
The plate is water repellent and ink receptive*

If

a water-saturated ©loth pad ie passed over the entire
surface of a completed offset plat®, it will be observed
that a thin film of moisture will adhere to the clear
areas of the plate*

Moisture will not adhere to the

inked image area—instead, it actually will be seen to
run off and pull away fro® the greasy-Inked image*
vfhen a brayer charged with greasy lithographic ink
is passed over the entire plate, it will be observed that
a deposit of ink is added to the greasy-ink linage, and
that no ink adheres to the moisture-dampened clear areas
of the plate#
The following eoncli^iona are then evidents
(1) The greasy-inked image ie receptive to
ink, but will repel water
(2) The dampened clear area of the plate i®10
receptive to water, but will repel ink#
The image is then developed and the plate is placed
on the cylinder of an offset press whore the image is
10* Cogoli, 0£. oit* * pp* 5-4*

imprinted on a rubber blanket and is "offset" on the
paper*

Plates may also be prepared by drawing or

writing directly on the metal with a greasy crayon#
Photographing of proof or other forms of originals
may be eliminated by photo-composing.

Machines hare been

developed which "set" copy by photographing each type
character on a strip of film, This film may, in turn9
be used directly in preparing the lay-sheet*

fhie

method has increased rapidly during recent years to make
it the second greatest process in volume*

To a limited

extent, newspapers are printed by this method.

It is

also especially adapted to printing on tin and other
metal sheets.11
The silk screen process is & very versatile, fastgrowing member of the graphic arts industry. Using this
process, it is possible to successfully print various
thicknesses of wood, glass, plastic, leather, textile,
as well as a host of other surface materials?, regardless
of sise or shape of the material#

The printing medium

may be ink, paint, varnish, or lacquer*
It# Cleeton-Pitkin, loo* cit,« p. 13,
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Whether the printing is done with a simple printing
unit9 or an automatic press, the trree basic requirements
are the same s
(1) frame of wood, metal or plastic to hold
the screen.
(2) Fine mesh, accurately woven silk or net&l
fabric screen.
(3) lubber or plastic squeegee for forcing
printing medium through screen stencil.
Using the photographic stencil-m&king techniques
and the press equipment available today, it is possible
to print fine-line details, even four-color halftone®.
Silk screen printing i© also considered a fine art,
and many fin® prints ar® on display in art masems*

12

12, Frederick B« lagy, graphic Arts £Chicago,
Illinoisi fhe Socdheart-filloolyoTT inc. Publishers,
1961), pp. 75-76,

CHAPTER III
CRITERIA FOE DEVELOPING A
COMPREHBHSIVB COURSE OF STUDY
In defining the course of study, Giachlno and
Gallington state that

Mit

is a comprehensive plan which

shows the scope and teaching of all the activities pro13
vided for a particular subject in a curriculum#
Giachlno and Gallington also state that the course
of study should not he confused with the course outline#
The course of study is a detailed plan of instruction,
whereby, the course outline is just a skeleton of the
material to be taught$ it can, and frequently does,
serve as a basis for preparing a course of study# 14,
The importance of the course of study is that if
a course is to be taught correctly, it must proceed in
a systematic manner#

About 50 per cent of good teaching

is careful planning#

The course of study make® it

13# J# W. Giachlno and Ralph 0# Gallington,
Course Construction in Industrial Arts and Vocational
Education (Chicago? American Technical Society, 1954) p#4#
14. Giachlno and Gallington, ibid## p.
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possible

for the teacher to think through his course

and thereby form a clearer picture of what he wants
hie students to accomplish. It also gives him the
opportunity to appraise each activity, and to add
significant experience®. The course of study serves as
a ledger wherein the instructor can record instructional
15
Changes ever so often as they may desire. **
In the past years, it was customary for the teacher
entering a school system to be handed a course of studyby a supervisor and told to follow it.

The attempt to

force a course of study on a teacher is w^ust about as
inconsistent as telling a teacher to teach a given course
16
without having had training in the given courseA
course of study can never be prepared by an individual
or a committee with expectations of another individual
successfully teaching it. To be of value, a course of
study must be prepared by the teacher who is going to

15# Siachino and Gallington# ibid., p. 5#
16, B, M» Bollinger and Q, Q0 Weaver, Occupational
Instruction (lew York: Pitman Publishing Corporation,
1945),p#135#
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teach the course.

In most cases, teachers resent the

idea of following a set of plans which they did not have
anything to do with the preparation of.17
'
TARTS OF A COURSJS OP STUDY
According to Gtaehino and O&llington, a really
comprehensive course of study should consist of the
following stepsi
I* A general introductory statement specifying
the main concepts of the course.
II. The grade level for which the course is intended.
III. Identify the main Divisions of the course of
study.
I?. Specific practices that should be followed
in teaching.
V. Philosophy and objectives pertaining to the
specific area of instruction as well as course
aims.
VI. An orderly arrangement of the manipulative
operations to be learned.
VII. An outline of the essential related information.
VIII. The Media to be Used in learning the Established
Skills and Knowledge (projects, job®, problems,
etc.)

17. I. B. Kricson, Teaching the Industrial Arts
(Peoria, Illinoisi Charles A. Bennett Company, 1345)»
p. 287,
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Following is a detailed explanation of each of these
stepsi
I. A General Introductory Statement Specifying the
. Main Concepts of the Course-—~wThe introductory
statement describes the local conditions which affect
the organization of the course*
fhese are! (1) kind of organization of the school?
(2) type of pupil? {3) type of community? (4) local
occupational interest? (5) description of shop and
professional training of the teacher*

1A

The below listed conditions should always "be
stated in the introductory statements
&i The nature and degree of skill students will
he expected to ©aster*
h. The nature of the related information to be
studied*
c» The development of desirable attitudes,
d. The length, grade level, and entrance require
ments of the course*^
The first part of the introductory statement should
include the main areas of instruction to be covered.
18* John P. Fries®, Course Staking in Industrial
Education (Peoria, Illinoisi Charles A* ITenriett Co•,*"lne«,
xublishera, 1946}, p* 29*
19, Giachino and Gallington, 0£. cit., p. 29*
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Besides stating the scope of the work to he

covered, the statement should mention something
concerning the emphasis which is to be placed on
the mastery of skills.

Examplei

Since this

course of study is for industrial arts, it should
be noted that the mastery of skills is not nearly
as important as vocational courses where a high
degree of skill is necessary#
The second portion of the introductory statement
includes the nature of the knowledge and under
standing of the course*

Examples the student will

acquire a knowledge of the various types of materials
used in the area and an understanding of labor and
Industrial management•
fhe third part makes a reference to the acquisi
tion of desirable habit© of behavior.

Since the

development of such quailtiesas, "working co-opera
tively," "planning constructively", and other simi
lar behavior characteristics are an essential part
of instruction, mention should be made in the
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introduction that their value will be fully recog
nized and activities provided for their attainment#
II,

The grade Level or Classification for which the
Course is Intended—It is very important that the
time element and grade for which the course is
planned be shown in the development of the course
of study0 because here, the quantity and type of
instructional material included in the course of
study will, for the most part, be governed by time
that has been allotted to teach the course and the
age level for which the course i® intended#

Examplei

this course of study covers the activities of one
semester and 1© designed for college students of
any classification#

fhe class sects for ©n® hour,

three times a week.
Ill#

Identify the lain Divisions of the Course of Study
—-In making an instructional analysis for the
course of study, Giechino and Gallington state
that one of the first steps in its development le
to determine the main divisions of the course#
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In man/ cases, these division© will represent
classifications of wort:, functions, industrial
areas, or trades.20
During the process of identifying the main divi
sions of the course, a tentative period of time may
be devoted to each division,

I'his time table will

serve the purposes ofs
(!) a guide as to the amount of instructional
material that is to be included in each
division.
(2) insure proper distribution of learning
experiences.
Without such a time table, it is possible that a
greater portion of the semester will be spent in
one or two areas, and the remainder of the divi
sion will suffer because of insufficient time.
Finally, the instructional analysis should
arrive at some equitable distribution of time for
the various divisions. In this regard, the in
structor should be guided by*

20, Giachlno and Gallington, ibid*, p. 69,
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(1) the complexity of the work that is
peculiar to the division#
(2) the importance of the work in relation
to the over-all goals to be reached, and
(3) the time available for teaching the
entire course#
Specific Practices that Should be Followed in
teaching

Besides having an understanding of the

principles of learning, the successful teacher must
know how to apply these principles.

Effective

learning requires activity, and the teacher must
anticipate certain desirable student outcomes and
then must chart definite means by which these
objectives will be obtained. The understanding
of five basic elements are necessary if teaching
is to be successful, fhese elements ares
1. Methods to be used in teaching (demonstra
tion, lecture, discussion, etc.)
2. Selection and organization of suitable
instructional material {operation, related
information, etc.)
3. Establishing practical activities as the
media of instruction (projects, jobs,
investigations, reports, experiments.)
4. Method of evaluating pupil achievment
and pupil growth.
5. Us© of suitable teaching aids.
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Sine© the course of study will include all of
these elements, a teacher will he confronted with
the problem of making many decisions such as:
(1) how much detail he needs to include in his
instructional plan, (2) how he can best meet indi
vidual pupil needs, (3) what work assignment will
have functional values and (4) what work assign
ment will help vitalise his teaching*
?.

Philosophy and Objectives Pertaining to the
Specific Area of Instruction as well as Course
Aims*—A philosophy is an expression of feelings,
beliefs, attitudes or expressions relative to a
given experience, fhe teacher's philosophy is very
important, and is drawn in part from the school or
departmental philosophy.

The philosophy of the

individual teacher will determine the broadness of
the educational program.

If the philosophy is in

adequately defined or narrow in scope, it means that
the educational program will be limited.
One of the steps in the preparation of a course
of study is the formulation of objectives toward
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the achievement of which all subject matter, methods,
and pupil activities are directed*,

Without goals

for the work, no one can hope to prepare a unified
and well-directed course of study.

The school's

objectives, industrial department objectives, and
the objectives of the specific area must be agreed
upon at the beginning of the preparation of the
course of study? if not, most likely, there will
be confusion as the course progresses.
An effort should be mad© to state objectives
in brief, concise, and specific terms which every
one can understand. Such objectives can then be
used in evaluating and selecting the subject matter
which is to bring about the accomplishment of the
21
objectives.
Objectives should be stated in the infinitive
form.

Example t

1, To provide an opportunity for students to
develop a more realistic appreciation of
the graphic arts industry,
2, To provide exploratory experiences in the
use of graphic arts equipment.
21. Fries©, 0£, cit., pp. 78-80,
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VI.

An Orderly Arrangement of the Manipulative Opera
tions to b® Learned—-An operation is a unit of
work that involves depicting, or the forming, or
the shaping of material, or the assembling of parts,
CJiachino-Sallington, defines an operation as a
manipulative process performed while transforming
an unfinished product into a finished article, or
a unit of work to be executed in preparing or re23
placing any part of a fabricated product,
•There are three important factors to consider
in arranging operations into good learning order.
They ares
1, Barly need
2. frequency of use
3* Correct order of performance
larly needs

Those operations which student©

perform immediately when starting a project or job
should be taught first. For example, one of the
first things a student has to do- in order to print
an envelope earner in graphic arte is to set the

22, Verne C» FryXund, Trad® and Job Analysis
(Milwaukee, Wisconsin? The Bruce Publishing Company,
1947), p, 42.
23. Ciachino-Gallington, ojo, cit., p, 73#
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type#

In order to do this, the student has to know

how to set type.

The operation "How to set type,"

therefore, must be considered as one of the first
operation® to teach*
Frequency of Use: This means that those opera
tions which students perform, frequently, regardless
of the nature of the job, must be taught early in
the course.

Example: Using the California. Job

Case is an operation the student suet do repeatedly
on his first job. Consequently, this operation
should be taught early, so students will not be
hampered in carrying out their operations#
Correct Order of Performance$
fllllHiiiii linn in in

*

W1I..HM n.
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This means that

operations must be taught in a certain sequential
order regardless of their difficulty. In the normal
process of constructing a project, one operation must
be completed before another is started.

Thus, it is

usually necessary to set a line of type before
justifying it, and to justify it before removing it
from the composing stick. If operations were arranged
on the basis of difficulty, it is thought that one
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operation would need to be taught first even
though its execution would be delayed until some
other operation was learned.
VII. An Outline of Beaential Related Information
Giachino-Gallington identifies related information
as being that information that the student should
know in order to perform the manipulative work
intelligently.2^
There are several kinds of related information
associated with any industrial art® course.

These

ares
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

General information
Technical information
3oeio-econoiaic information
Safety information
Occupational information

General Information is information which is
desirable for a student to know, but is not directly
connected with any phase of the manipulative work.
Some of the examples of general information
topical
a. Manufacture of iron and steel
b. How paper is made
c» Gutenberg and his invention
24. Giachino-Gallington, ibid.. pp. 95-96.
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Technical Information—-is material which helps
a student for© correct judgements and make decisions
in performing the job or operations.

She following

are a few examples of technical information topics *
a.
b.
c.
d«

Kinds and sisea of type
Type metals
Kinds of Job Oases
Kind© of composing sticks

Socio-economic Information—-is information which
helps a student understand how industry functions in
a world in which people live and work.
Examples of Information topics concerned with
the socio-economic aspects of industry ares
a.
b.
c.
d.
e#
f.
g.

Workmen's Compensation
Social Security
Trade Unions
labor laws
Federal and State legislation on wages and hours
Quantity production and cost
Unemployment Insurance

Safety Information—1© information dealing with
safety practices in the home and ©hop.

The need for

stressing this type of information in the school
shop or laboratory ia apparent.
great

premium on safety.

Industry place® a

Here are a few safety
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Information topics!
a. First aid
b# Importance of safety in the school shop
c. Basic safety practices to observe around
the home
d.:What industry thinfe of safety
e. General conduct in the school shop laboratory
Occupational Information—-ia guidance infor
mation dealing with the selection of and prepara
tion for an occupation.

It also includes such topic®

as how to heep a job, employment opportunities, com
pensation#

fh« following examples shows the nature

of occupational information topics!
a.
b#
c#
d#
e.
f#

Types of Graphic Arts occupations
Sorting conditions and compensation
Preparation required for securing a job
Opportunities for advancement
Employee-employer relations
Types and location of graphic art industries#

?III. The Media to be tEaed in Learning the Established
Stills and Knowledge (projects, jobs, problem®, etc#)
In order for the teacher to provide the necessary
inducement for maximum student interest and learning,
the jobs, projects, or problems must be carefully
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selected. It is difficult for the teacher to
select projects if the teaching is to take place
where the setting is not conducive to good work*
Example*

If the equipment is not up to date, and

the tools are inadequate, the operations lose their
true value and the johs hecome meaningless routine
assignments.
The utilization of the project as the instruc
tional medium has done a great deal to stimulate
student interest in industrial arts*
When selecting projects for the instructional
program, the following point® should he kept in
mind:
a. The project must incorporate operations to
he taught.
b. The project must he of interest to the
student#
c. The project must possess utility value.
d« Each project must he within the student's
ability to make.
e. Each project must introduce new instructional
material.
1*. A project must he well designed
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g« The project must permit completion within
a reasonable time limit#
h* The project mast be reasonable in cost#
In the selection of project© there are usually
three practices followedI
t„ teacher selects projects#
2# Students mat:® anything they please#
3# teacher selects a series of typical projects,
then alternate projects are listed under each
typical project from which the student ©ay
choose either the typical or one of the
alternates#
In most cases, the third practice is desired,
because here, the teacher has charted the course of
instruction to be followed, yet the student*© in
terests are ©till recognised#

CHAPTER IT
A SUGGESTED GRAPHIC ARTS COURSE FOR
INDUSTRIAL ARTS TEACHERS
I, Introductory -Statement
This course of study is planned to coyer activi
ties in graphic art® for industrial arts students.
Experience® are provided for instructions in* set
ting typej the operating of printing presses, bindery
operation, and photographic equipment.
This course of study will cover activities for
one semester and is designed for college students
majoring in industrial arts teacher education at
Prairie Tiew A. and 1. College.
The class meets three times a week for two con
secutive hours, a total of six hours per week.
Three semester hours of college credits may be
earned upon satisfactorily completing the course#
In the teaching of this proposed course, opera
tion sheets will be issued students for each of the
operations included in the unit.
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IX. Objectives
A. Objectives of the Industrial Arte Program
The objectives of the Industrial Arts Program
at Prairie View A. and 1. College ares (1) To pre
pare young men and women as teachers ef Industrial
Arts Education at the elementary, junior or senior
high school levels, (2) To assist persons to become
supervisors, coordinators and director® of Indus
trial arts programs, and (3) To assist students who
might wish to develop elementary skill in using
tools and industrial materials or increase their
general understanding, knowledge and appreciation
of the industrial world in which they live.
The recognition of individual differences
and the proper provision for these differences
is necessary and is an important part of the
25
school's program,
B* Objectives of the Course
1. To provide a knowledge of the graphic arts
industry.

25. Fries©, 0£. cit,, p. 242.
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2. To develop an appreciation for an Interest
in the graphic arts.
3. To develop some degree of skill in using
graphic arts equipment and tools.
4. To teach the observance of rules of health
and safety as related to graphic arts and
industry in general#
5. To provide a knowledge of materials and
processes related to graphic arte.
£21. general Organ!zation« Hana^eicent and Teaching of
the Glass
A# Time Available
This course is designed to cover a period of
18 weeks#

The class will meet throe times a week

for one hour and fifty minutes each#

Ten minutes

of each period will be used for c!tan-up# and
approximately thirty minutes of each period will
be devoted to discussions, demonstrations, and
related information.

On occasions, this thirty

minute period will be need for short quizzes#
B« Average Size of Class
Glass enrollment will be approximately twenty
students#

Larger enrollments will reduce effi-

cency in the program of study.
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C. Shop Control© Under the Direction of the Teacher

Shop controls under the direction of the
teacher are as follows?
1. Controlling the class
2* Final check for shop cleanliness
3. Dismissal of the class
4# Matters for which he is directly
responsible to the school
D. Shop Controls Delegated to the Student©
A student personnel organisation chart used
in this course delegates a new foreman each week®
The foreman is responsible for the following
shop controls?
1• Checking tools
2* Reporting clean-up at end of period
3» Reporting breakage©
4# Calling roll under instructor's supervision
§« Dismissing class under instructor's
supervision
6# Each student is responsible for cleaning
his own station
1* Equipment Available
The ©hop has four type cabinets, each accomo
dating five students.

These cabinets are equipped

with type cases completely furnished with a full
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front of body type, and having on each side slots
for leads and slugs.
Equipment. Tools and Supplies
Belief Printing
Same fiumber
1. Proof Press
2. Platen Presses
3. Cylinder Press
4. Broaching Machine
5. Printer's saw
6* Kiterer and lead and slug cutter
7# Composing Machine©
0. .Engraving Equipment
9. lubber Stamp Equipment
10. Gterotype Equipment
11. Thermagraph unit—(raised letter)
12. Electro-plating equipment
13* Model Botary Press

1
2
1
1
1
1
4
1
1
1
1
1
1

Intaglio Printing
1.
2.
3.
4.

Etching Press
Hand Wringer
Small gravure press
Materials? Copper, zinc, celluloid,
etching ink, paper (corsicsn text
or similar)
5. Equipmenti Etching knife

1
1
1

Planography
1* Small Offset press (automatic)

2

unit
unit
unit
unit
unit

Same

^

2* Lithograph Stent
3« Process Camera and Screen
4, Process Printing Prase and Lamps
5« Plate Whirler and Dryer
6* Layout fables
7. Baling Machine
8# Air Brush
9. Cold type setter
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Huiaber
2
1
1
1
4
X
1
1

Silk Screen
1. Pram.® and has© equipment
2. Silk screen press
3. Air brush
4* Flocking gun and bcr

1
2

1
1

Binders
1. Paper cutter
2. Lever cutter
3. Stabber
4# Board cutter
5# Stitcher
6, Sewing frame
7* Backing press
8. Gold stamping press
9® Standing press
10» Jogger
11» Folder
12. Mechanical binder
13. Paper drill
14. Padding Machine
15. Perforator
16. Hand numbering machine
17. Collator

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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Design and Layout
Humber

flame

\

1, Layout tables, with light under glass
2# Make-up tables
3, T-squares and other drawing tools

4
4
4

Photography

1# Cameras of various kinds, including
still and movies
2, Box cameras
3« Auxiliary lenses, filters and acces
sories for different cameras
4, Developing tanks
5 » Contact printing; boxes
6* Enlargers, with various filters and
accessories
7. Developing trays for prints
8# Drying frames (automatic electric}
9# Dark room with safe lights, sinks,
paper holders, running water, card
board, and floor drainage built in
10. Developing chemicals, paper, films,
and other expendables
11, Measuring glasses, thermometers, jar®,
and other miscellaneous equipment

1 each
1
1 set
1

2

6
2

F« Text and Reference Books
The texts have not been determined yet for
this course, but the students have access to
many reference books in the shop and school
libraries#
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the Class Together
Until the completion of the first project,
the students are required to work at a pace aet
by the instructor*© demonstrations.

After this,

no attempt is mad® to keep the class together in
manipulative activities. Pupils are allowed to
work at their full capacity, fhe Class is assem
bled at the "beginning ©f each period for a lecture
and discussion of the related subject matter.

The

information needed for the work in the shop is
given during the demonstrations.
General Standards of Attainment
To some of the students, the standards of
work in the course will approach that of vocational.
It offers an understanding of the problems facing
youth, and the sampling of industries.

The in

structor has an idea of the standard of attain
ment which is reached by the average boy.
I. General Statement of Method©
In the course, there i© a wide variety of
subject matter to be covered, This makes it
necessary to use a number of the different teach
ing methods.

Hie methods and aids used in teaching

the manipulative work arc %
1. Demonstration
2. Visual aids

3. Group Discussions
4. Individual instruction
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a. Statement of Method© for the Teaching
of Belated Information.
The first fifteen minutes of each
two-hour ©hop period is set aside for
the teaching of the related information.
The references used include those
listed under the section labeled "infor
mational assignment units" of this
course# plus, any other reference mate
rial the student can find.

The stu

dents are encouraged to look for
reference materials in magazines» trade
journals# bulletins and pamphlets.
The following is a list of methods used?
1. Lecture
4. Outside reading
2m Class discussion 5. Written reports
3. Individual and
6. Written notes
group reports
List of teaching aids to be used?
1» Assignment sheets
2. Photographs
3. Drawings

4. Motion pictures
and slides
5» Charts
6. Objects, samples#
and models

System of Sooring, Grading and Final Grades
The five-point system of grading will be used
in evaluating the students:
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final Grades,
A—best work
B—-above average
C—average work
3)—"below average work
f—failure

A11itude0->—10f»
Quizzes and final
examinations25rA
Belated content-*-«25f&
Manipulative work«40)»

Pending Belated Information
The grading of related Information will be
done on the following basiss
1,
2,
3,
4,

Amount of work involved
Grammar, neatness and composition
Quality of assignment
Method of presentation

I», final Examination
A final examination is given at the close of
the course#

The type of questions included ares

true and false, completion* essay, and multiple
choice,

Thought provoking questions are intro

duced as much 00 possible#

The final examination

grade counts one tenth of the course grade given
to the student at the end of the semester.

The

purpose of this examination is to prevent a
wavering of interest toward the end of the semester,
M» Starting the Class
1, first day
a. Check the class roll
b# Teacher introduces himself
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e« Bach student introduces himself
d. Introductory lecture
1« Aim of graphic arts course
2# Standards of attainments
3o Exploration of shop procedures
4* Assignment of work cabinet or station
5» Begin short period of easier work
2» Second Bay
a. Cheek roll
b« Discussion of first day's work
ca Explanation of shop personnel organisation
d# Demonstration, class
e* fork period
f* Clean-up called
3* last day of Class
a. Boll call
b. clean-up of equipment, all type distributed
into Job case
c. Inventory of tools, equipment and supplies
d* feacher return all student's work
e. feacher gives farewell lecture
f. Class dismissed
listed below are manipulative processes which it is
felt a student should be able to perform as a result of
having completed this course*
1• Set type from type case
2« Lay type cose
3* Clean type case
4» Identify spaces and quads
5. Identify type characters
6« Identify leads and slugs

7* Measure type and space material
8* Calculate with point system
9, Set composing stick to measure
10# Set composing stick with half-pica level
11# Set straight matter
12# Justify by spacing in
13# Space outline
14* Dump stick
15# fie small forms
16* Ink proof press
17* Position and ink form
18, Pull proof
19* fash form
20# Operate proof press with grippers
21* Keep type of feet
22 9 Make minor corrections

23# lake correction® effecting justification
24* Wash proof press

25, fake planer proof
26# Proofread and proofnark
27# Distribute type
28# Position form for lock-up
29# Place furniture for lock-up
30# Place quoins for lock-up
31# Make preliminary test on lock-up
32# Make final lock-up of form
33* Handle standing forms
34# Hillock form
35# lock up form for ©heetwioe form
36# Impose form for 2„ 4» 8, page lock-up
37# Lookup for work and turn job
38* Wash platen press

39* Oil platen press
40* Start platen press
41* Throw-off prea©
42• Stop platen press
43# Put oh tympan
44* Put chase in press
45* Position grippers
46* Prepare platen
47* Ink press
48* Position guide pins
49* Makere&dy composed form
50* Makeready for illustration© and half-tones
§1* Feed platen presses
52* Print two-color job
53* Perforate sheets
54* Print with numbering machine
55* Print on ribbons
56* Print on felt
57* Print on celluloid
58* Care for and handle paper stock
59* uut paper
60* Handle fresh printed sheets
61* Jog paper
62, Count paper
63* Make pads
64* Side stitch (staple)
65* Saddle stitch (staple)
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Listed below is information relating to printing
which it is felt a student should know after having
completed this courses
1* History of Printing
2. Opportunities* requirements, and future outlook
of printing industry
3. Accident and health hasards in the print shop
4o Kinds of type cases
5. Layout of California Job Case
6. Type materials! parts, size fonts, faces,
families, and series
7. lame and sizes of spaces and quads
8. Sizes of leads and ©lugs
9. Market units of type
10. Cleaning and car© of type materials
11• Standard type material sizes
12. Printing System of Measurement
13® Styles and care of composing sticks
14# Half-pica marks
15. Proof presses| kinds used and advantage©
16* Care and use of brayer
17* Principles of positioning and Inking
18. Function of bearers
19. Solvents and their uses
20. Causes of type getting off its feet
21. Methods of correcting in galley
22. Methods of correcting in ©tick
23. Method of correcting lines involving resetting
of lines
24. Car© of proof press
25. Principles of stone proofing
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26* Standard proofreader marks and usage
27# Baalo factors involved in positioning form
28* Characteristics of wood* reglet, and metal
furniture
29# Different methods of look-up
50#' Methods of testing for "lift" and "spring"
31# Methods of planning forma
32# froper order of locking quoins
33# Order of unlocking forms
34# Arrangement of form for work and turn jobs
35» Arrangement of fans for she©twice run
36# Arrangement of torn for margin
37* Compute allowances for fold# guide, grlppers
and trim
38# Function of dummy layouts
39# Function of signature marks
40* Kinds of presses} their advantages, and uses
41* Methods of washing press
42* Care and composition of rollers
43* Methods of mixing colored ink®
44* Functions of parts of platen press
45* Safety precautions to observe when working
on platen press
46* Types of packing
47* Precautions when lifting and handling form®
48* function of grippore
49* Steps in preparation of platen
50* Method of marking out sad marking ready
31* Preparation of underlays, interlays, and overlay®
52* Methods of positioning, fanning out and handling
stock
53* Kinds of automatic press-feeders
54* Kind® of automatic numbering machines
55. Methods of makeready for perforating
56* peelsl precautions for rollers
57# Methods of ranking ready for scoring
58# Methods of making ready for cutting
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Division I t Graphic Arta-Pour Weeks

Unit I
Operations

Bow to sake layouts
1* Make thumbnail sketches
2» lake rough layout
3. lake comprehensive layout
4# Make the finished layout
Projects
lake layouts for the following assortment of printed
matters
1, Business cards
2* letterhead9 8|- X 11 inches
3* Statements
4. Envelopes, l?o, 6 3/4 and Ifo. 10 sizes
5. Billheads
lake layout® for the above in rough, comprehensive
and finished form.
Belated Information
1. Manufacture of paper
2, fypes and sizes of type
3® layout man's salary
4» Safety practices of the layout man
5® Working condition® of the layout man
Special Activities
1# Student Personnel Organization
2* Field trip to paper mill
Instructional Aids
1® fext-Graphie Arts Procedures - B. Randolph larch
2® Charts - Different types of layouts
3* Movie - How Paper Is lade
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Division Is Graphic Arts-Four Weeks
Unit 2
Operations
How to Set fype by Hand
1. How to hold the composing stick
2» Place type in Composing Stick
3» Place 3-ea spaces between words that are set
in caps and lower case characters
4« Justify lines of type
f-# Remove type from composing stick
6U fie type in galley
7» Proof type
6, Qlom type
9# Distribute type
Projects
1. Set the first seven jobs la Printing Instruc
tion Bh®ets--Set So® 1, by C, W# Hague
Alternate Projects
a) Set in type the bottom, half of iXlu®. tration listed on page 138 of Graphic
Arts Procedures by '!# Randolph larch#
b) Set in typo "How to Reduce Space Between
Words" on page- 139 of Graphic Arts
Procedures by R, Randolph larch#
c) Set in type "How to increase Space
Between fords,8 "Squared Indention
Paragraph,8 Hanging Indention,8 all
on page 140, and 142 respectively#

Related Information
1*
2»
3.
4*
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10*

How the California Job Case is constructed
harts of the composing stick
Types of job cases
Types of composing sticks
Workmen's compensation
Social Security
Trade Unions
First Aid
Importance of safety
Preparation required for securing a job

Instructional Aide
1. Drawing and diagram of composing stick
2* Printing Instruction Sheets—Set Ho# 1 by
C. f# Hague
3. Visit job shop
4* Charts of different job eases

Division Is Graphic Arts-Four Weeks
Unit 3
Operations
Hew t© understand Bindery Work
1, Make conventional bindings
2, Make loose-leaf bindings
3, Make mechanical binding®
Prelects
1. Using any kind of 8§ x 11 inch paper stock
fold paper-to-paper with right-angle folds
and the resultant eight-page signatures?
a, eaddle-stitch a 32-page booklet
b, side-stitch a 48-page booklet
Alternate Projects
a) Using the cutting machinet trim the
books made in Project Bo, 1 to else
4 s 5 inches. Do not mark the top
or bottom sheets on the paper cutter
b) Punch a number of sheets to fit a .
standard three-ring Si x 11 inches
binder, Set the punch or drill in
the correct position,
Related Information
1,
2,
3,
4,
5,
6,

Early methods of binding
Book binding in the U.S.,
Kinds of Bindings
Workmen'0 compensation in bookbinding
General conduct in the shop
Working conditions in the laboratory
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Division Ii Graphic Arts-Four Weeks
Unit 4
Operations
How to do letterpress pressworfc
1* Feed the platen press
2* Operating the cylinder press
3. - Instructions on the rotary press
4, Operating the automatic platen press
5» Make-ready on the platen press
6* lake-ready on the cylinder press
Projects
1# Practice presefceding on a platen press,
Use no ink on form learning to get into
rhythm of presefeedlng*
Alternate Projects
a) Set quad quids® for eiaple platen press form*
fe) Sake a spot sheet overlay for the simple
platen press form*
c) Makeready a halftone using the two-ply method*
Related Information
1* History of letterpress printing
2* Minds of letterpresses
3. Workmen's compensation
4» Basic safety practices on the letterpress imohines
5*-Working conditions and compensation
Instructional Aids
Text—Graphic Arts Procedure* 1* Randolph March
Charts—Different kinds of letterpress machines
Model—Rotary press
Field Trip—To a letterpress shop
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ASSIGHMESf UTO
Subjecti

History of Graphic Arte
iN umber 1

Aimi

to allow the student the privilege of exploring
the past history of Graphic Arts#

To enable

the student to study the important events in the
history of Graphic Arts,
Introductory Information! Graphic Arts is a dynamic
industry, and one of our chief means of communi
cation. Originating in China over ten centuries
ago, graphic arts further developed in Germany#
jaahing possible the extension of human icnowledge#
As printed boohs, newspapers, and pamphlets were
published in ever Increasing numbers, they played
a vital part in the spreading of ideas, influen
cing public opinion and aiding the people to
obtain a voice in government. the contribution
of the printed word to the growth of democracy
is so fundamental that freedom of the press has
become one of America's "Four Freedoms•"
Assignment!
1, Head the references listed below
2® Answer the questions and turn in this assignment
by
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Referencess

A* Kareh, graphic Arts, pp» 13-21
B, Hague, Printing and Allied Graphic Arts, pp, 179190
0, Gleet©n and Iltkin, General Printing» 128-130,
139-149, 162
B« folk, the Practice of Printing, pp» 1-12
Questions %
Directional

The following statements are either

true or false. If the statement is true, draw a
circle around the letter "f"• If it is false, draw
a circle around the letter

M?%

T F 1, flit Chinese had developed inks for printing
In early 400 A,IK, hut printing did not
develop in China because the knowledge of
paperm&ktng mm lacking,

J
' 2 F 2, The first printed hooks were attempts to
reproduce the manuscript books which had
been hand written by scribes,
T F 3® The earliest printing was done fro® hand
carved wooden blocks,

T F 4, The Chinese used movable type for printing
many years before Gutenberg1® time,
T F 5. Papyrus was used as the raw material for
the first paper,
!
I 6, The first book printed in English was the
History of Troy,
!f 7. England permitted freedom of the pre©© as
early as the middle 1500*©,
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T

f

T

P 9* The early printing presses resembled the
wine and cheese presses of that period.

8. The firet printing establishment and
the first regularly published newspaper
originated in what is now the state of
Massachuse11s.

T F 10. lovable types were first used in Europe
around the middle of the 1400*s.
T F

11. The Bible was the first booh to be printed
in England.

T F 12. The carved ©tone tablets of the Assyrians
represent the earliest attempts of man
to record an important event.
T F

13# The twenty-six character alphabet as we
use it today was developed by the Phoe
nicians.

!
!14* John Gutenberg is generally given credit
for the first book printed from movable
type.
T F

15. William Caxton printed the first book in
the '.English language.

T F 16* William Caslon is best known for hi® printed
works.
!F 17* The Freeman's Oath was printed in 1639 and
was the first material printed in Colonial
America.
T F 18. Benjamin Franklin was on® of the most widely
known printers of early America.
f F 19. For the 25 years it wa© published. Poor
Richard's Almanac had en average yearly
circulation of 10,000 copies.

T

F
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20. The oldest continuously operating printing
establishment in America is the Dunster
Press*
COMPLETION

Direetlonsi

Pill in the blank(s) in each statement with

the word(s) required to complete the sentence correctly.
1. The printing establishment which has the longest con
tinuous operation in history is the
in _______

_
_•

2. William Caalon made his most notable contribution to
the progress of printing in the field of

_

5. The first printing in the American colonies was

4. The American printing establishment which has the
longest period of continuous operation is the

_

5. The oldest continuously published newspaper in America
is the

«

6. The first regularly published newspaper in America
was established in the opening years of the ______
century.
7. The forerunner of the modern printed book was the

6?
8. Gutenberg* 3 first printed book was the
M;itrr|,[[i|L

.

ft

9. fhe modern style of type feces was designed by

10. The first book printed in the Western Hemisphere
was published in
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Assignment Unit
Subjects

The California Job Case
Number 2

Aims

To provide the students with an opportunity to
extend their knowledge of the graphic arts indus
try by learning the location of the various type
characters in the California Job Case*

Introductory Informations

In the five centuries movable

type have been in use, numerous systems and con
tainers have been used for the storage of type*
Although applying some of the terminology of
earlier systems, the California Job Case is in
this country, the most widely used container for
storing type at the present time*
These oases are unique in that none of the
individual compartments or "boxes" are marked to
Identify the characters they contain*

The com

positor must rely wholly upon hi© memory to de
termine the location of specific "boxes" when
selecting or distributing type characters*
Because of this, it is necessary for the beginners
to develop a complete knowledge of the location of
the various type characters within the job case*
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Assignment:
X, Head the references listed below
2, Draw freehand three plans of the California Job
Case. Learn the location of the various chara
cters by the method described on page 23 of
reference A.

Use the lay of the case shown else

where in this assignment.

Submit the third sheet

to your teacher for use in checking your know
ledge of the lay of the case.
3# Answer the questions, complete items two above,
and turn in this assignment by
References:
A.
B.
C.
D.

Gleeton and Pitkin, General Printing, pp. 23*23.
Kagy, Graphic Arts. pp. 10-13.
Polk, The Practice of Printing, pp. 26-30.
Hague, Printing and Allied Graphic Arts, pp. 11-12.

Questions:
True-Pals©
Directions: The following statements are either true
or false. If the statement is true, place the letter
MTn in the space provided at the left of the state
ment. If the statement is false, place the letter "P"
in the space provided at the left,
_____ 1. The California Job Case is divided into com
partments of equal size,
2. The California Job Case is a triple case.
______ 3. The numerals in the California Job Case are
placed in sequence.
4. Pont is the term used to designate an assort
ment of one size and face of type.
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5# The "lay of the case" refers to the position
of the type on the work hank.
6# A "dirty* type case is one which has many
pieces of broken type Iri its compartment.
7# When learning the position of the various
characters in the case the position of the
fractions* commercial signs, etc,, should
be learned first#
8. A "pied" type case and a "dirty" type case
are the same»
9# The Mew York Job Case and the lews Cases are
used in some printing plants,
10# The California Job Case is made after the
pattern of lews Cases.
11. The letters J and U were added to the alpha
bet after type cases were designed#
12, The upper Isewa Case held only large capitals.
13* lews Cases were used in pairs#
14# The California Job Case occupies a space
32 3/16 x 16 3/8 x 1 1/16 Inches, and holds
approximately twenty pounds of type,
15, The lower lews Case contains both lower
ess® characters and email capitals*
16, The largest compartment in the California
Job Case contains the most frequently used
type character#
17, In a quadruple case, one may expect to find
four separate fonts of capital letters#
18# The capitals in the California Job Case are
placed in sequence*
19# for storing ordinary type, the California
Job Case is almost universally used#
20# Triple cases are used principally for lower
case letters#
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Completion
Directions?

Fill in the blank(s) in each statement

with the word(s) required to complete the sentence
correctly#
1# The letters used least are the
mt

and

9

»

,

.

2# The last of the letters to be added to the alpha**
bet were the

_ and the

.

3, The most frequently used of the letters is the

4# The time necessary to learn the position of the
various type characters within the case should
be approximately

»

5# The Hew York Job Cae© contains _______ seta of
capitals#
The following questions refer specifically to the
California Job Case#
6# The capitals are found in the

section- •

7# The numeral® are found in the _______ section.
8# The quads are found in the ______ section.
9. The punctuation marks are found in the ______
and ________ section#
10. The least frequently used lower case letters are
found in the

section#
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Assignment Unit
SubjectJ

Relief Printing
lumber 5

Alms

To offer the student an opportunity to become
acquainted with the relief process of printing.

Introductory Information:

Belief or Letterpress printing,

is the oldest and most widely used of all of the
printing processes. It i© done from type or other
raised surfaces, then the raised surfaces are
coated with a paste substance or printer© ink and
pressed against paper, printing results.
Basically their are four hind® of work done in
relief printings (1) compos!tionor type setting;
(2) stonework, which includes the make-up and
lock-up of type forms? (3) presework, or the actual
printing of type forms; and (4) binderywork, which
includes assembling, folding, binding.
Assignment:
1* lead the references listed below
2, Answer the question© and turn in this assignment
by

.

_

References:
1, Hague, Printing and Allied Graphic Arts, pp. 1-4,
2. Karch, Graphic Arts Procedures, pp. 1-2,
3* Cleeton-I'itkin, General Printing, pp. 11, 13,
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Questions:
True-False
Directions:

The following questions are either

true or false#

If the statement is true plaee the

letter WTW in the space provided at the left. If
it i® false place the letter nfM in the space pro
vided at the left of the question,
__ 1, Letterprinting is done from relief surfaces,
__

2* The Lest process to us® for the fastest job
is letter-press
3* Most school textbooks are printed letter
press,
4# Newspapers are usually printed by gravure#

_____ 5, Letterpress cannot print halftones a® well
on rough paper as offset-lithography,
______ 6, Straight type matter jobs are best printed
by letterpress,
___

7, Offset-lithography is as older process than
letterpress,

______ 8, Letterpress printed jobs can be rerun by
offset-lithography•
______ 9, Offset presses ere set up faster than
letterpress,
10, fignette illustration® are boot run
letterpress.
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Multiple Choice
1» The three Major processes in the graphic arts are*
a. Gravure
b, letterpress
c» Collotype

d. Offset~lithography
e» Silk Screen
f» Copperplate engraving

2. The invention of letterpress printing is attributed
tot
&» Alois Senefelder
d# Has© Pinguerra
b, Johann Gutenberg
e. Samuel Simon
e« Karl Kleitsch
3« Typical examples of letterpress printing Includes
a. Theater display
i. Tin cans
b. 'Dally newspapers
j. M&gasine
c. Paper money
k. Theater tickets
d. Glass bottles
1* Schol books
e. Bank checks
m» Picture books
f® Postage stamp
n, hews supplement
g* Billboards
©. lamp shades
h» Wedding Invitation®
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Assignment Unit
Subject: Offsct-Zdthograpby
Kumber 4
Aims

Ho acquaint the student with various bits of
factual information which will enable you to
become well-rounded In your knowledge of OffsetLithography process»

Introductory Information J

The work lithography is deri

ved from two Greek words $ lithos, a stone, and •
graphein# to writej the word mean© writing on
stone. Lithography was discovered in 179& by
Alois Senerelder, a Munich playwright.

Senefelder

discovered the principle of lithography! that
grease and water do not mix*
The kind ©f work that is done by the offset
method is? blank checks and deposit slips» the
advertising matter on beverage and food can© prin
ted directly on the metal of the container# paper
labels? children*s bocks# especially in colors}
printed billboards# and many kind© of advertising
matter.
There are many advantages and disadvantages of
offset lithography. Some advantages ares
t» When there are few copies to be printed and
a larger number of illustrations# offset lithe-

graphy is the best process*
2. Difficult type form© to compose, if already
printed, can be photographed and run offset,
thus saving the cost or resetting the type.
3. Crayon drawing® and those with delicate
atripplee and vignettes are best printed off
set ( a vignette is an illustration in which
the ton® of gray fades into nothing at the
edges.
Some of the disadvantage® of offset lithography ares
1, Offs@t-lithogrs.pher® have a difficult time
Keeping all pages of a form in a uniform den
sity of ink,
2, Offset-lithography is not the beet method for
®hort runs with fewer illustration®.
Assignments
1. Head the Heference listed below:
2. Choose or make a design that will be suitable
for making a lithographic pring. (Kagy, Graphic
Arts, p. 68)
3.

Answer questions, complete item two above and
turn in this assignment by

,

Keferences:
1. Kagy, Graphic Arte, pp. 61-6?
2. Karch, Graphic Arts Procedures, pp. 3-4
3® Hague, Printing and Allied Graphic Arts, pp. 119122
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Questions:
The questions are either true or false, multiple
choice, or essay,
1, The three major processes in the graphic arts
are:
a. Grovure
b. Letterpress
c. Collotype

d. Offset-lithography
e* Silk screen
f. Copperplate engraving

2, The three minor processes in the graphic arts
are:
a. Grovure
d. Offset-lithography
b. Letterpress
e. Silk screen
c. Collotype
f. Copperplate engraving
3, The invention, of offset-lithography is attri
buted to:
a. Alois Senefelder
d. Saso Finiguerra
b. Johann Gutenberg
e. Samuel Simon
c. Karl Kleitsch
4, Typical examples of offset-lithography include:
a. Theater displays
i• Tin cans
b. Daily newspapers
J, I5agaain.es
c. Paper money
k* Theater tickets
d. Glass bottles
1, School books
e. Bank check
a* Picture books
f. Postage stamps
n» lews supplements
g. Billboards
o. Lamp shades
h* Wedding invitations
!?• Offset lithography was the first process to be
discovered,
,
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6* Offset lithography is done front a smooth, plane
surface.
7. vignette illustrations are "best run offset.
8. Offset presses are set up faster than letterpress.
9. In lithographic printing the design is reproduced
from a plate on which the printing area is different
height than the non-printing area.
10. Lithography is based on the principle that ________

11. How does offset printing differ fro© regular litho
graphic printing?
12. In preparing copy for offset printing, do you start
with the image facing right, or reversed?
13® Warn© two important development© which made it possi
ble for photography to replace stone lithography.
14. What does the term "offset" signify in the offsetlithography process?
What advantages does offset lithography have over
letterpress printing?
13. Show, by diagram, the principle upon which an offset
operates.
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Assignment Unit
Subject: Intagilo .Printing
lumber 5
Aim: Do introduce Intaglio printing to the student to
extent that at least a working of the process will
be obtained.
Introductory Information: Intaglio Printing is done from
Incised or below level surfaces. It was invented
in 1879 by Earl Ileitseh of Vienna, The process
is also known as grsvure printing,
The term gravure is from the French, and means
cutting or engraving,

"Bote" and "sheet-fed*' are

two prefixes usually to the word gravure in it®
present usage.

It refers to a process of printing

in which the ink adheres to paper upon great pres
sure coming from very small etched-out sections of
a copper cylinder.
In making etched intaglio plates, photographic
processes are used in transferring to the plate.
Ink is flowed on the plate? then the surface of
the plate is wiped or scraped, leaving ink in the
depressed parts. Paper is brought in contact with
28
the plate, and the ink i© picked up from the well.

26, Gleeton-Pitkin, ££• cit.» p. 11,
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Kind© of work don© by Intaglio process are pos
tage stamps, paper money, bonds, magazines, news
paper weekly supplements, and food and candy
wrappers*
There are many advantages intaglio printing has
over other process-ess
1. Rotogravure is suited for long runs on the press,
25,000 or above, in illustrations comprise over
one-third of the area,
2* Cheaper paper stock can be used on gravure
presses compared with the p&per stock used on
letterpress and offset presses,
3, Rotogravure printing cylinders may last a© long
as a million impressions, far more than are
found in letterpress or in offset-lithography
processes*
Assignments
1« Read references listed below*
2* Choose or make a design that will be suitable
for making a drypoint etching, one that lends
itself to line reproduction*
3* Answer questions, complete item two above and
turn in this assignment by
Reference©»
1, Kagy, Graphic Arts, pp. 69-74
2* Kerch, Graphic Arts Procedures, pp» 4-8

*
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Questionsx
5he questions are of the eas&y nature,
1, Explain the nature of intaglio pringing.
2, Copper and steel engravings are used in pro
ducing such items as

« name three,

3, In cleaning ink from a silk screen a solvent
such a©

_ or

may fee used,
4, What solvent is used when removing the lacquer
film from the stencil?
5» Ie it necessary to reverse the design to fee
printed fey the silk screen method?

Why?
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Assignment Unit
Subject:

Silk Screen Printing
Number 6

Aim:

To afford the student an opportunity to learn the
basic fundamentals of the Silk Screen Process.

Introductory Information: The silk screen printing is a
very versatile.fast-growing member of the graphic
arts.

Using this process, it is possible to suc

cessfully print various thicknesses of board,
glass, wood, plastic, leather, textile, regardless
21

of size or shape of the material.

Examples of the kinds of work done by the
silk screen process are: the lettering on milk
bottles and vacuum cleaner bags, designs on lamp
shapes, some kinds of decorated oilcloth, signs
23

on buses, and designs on furniture."
Assignment:
1. Head the references listed below.

2. Choose a project suitable for silk screen printing.
3. Answer the questions and turn in assignment by

References:
1. Kareh, Graphic Arts Procedures, p. 8
2. Kagy, Graphic Arte, pp. 75-79
27# Frederick X># Kagy, Graphic Arts (Chicago, Illinois:
The Goodheart-Willcox Company, Ine•, 1961), p. 75#
28. R. Randolph Kareh, Graphic Arts Procedures
(Chicago, Illinois: American Technical "Society," 1961*7, p. 8.

3. Hague, Printing and Allied Graphic Arta,
pp. 153-159
Questions;
1. Three basic requirements for silt screen prin
ting are

. .

_•

2* In preparing a silk screen stencil, for what
purpose is a lacquer film used?
3. Why is rologravure printing generally limited
to long run wort?
4. In intaglio printing how is excess Ink removed
from the printing cylinder?
5. A dry-point etching is
6. Describe the step-by-step procedure for making
a dry point etching plate«
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List of Sources
Cleeton, Glen U., and Pitkin, Charles W., General
Printing* Bloomington, 111* t Mcknight & Mcknight Pub
lishing Co*, 1953*
Pelton, Charles J., Layout*

lew York* Appleton-

Century-Croft, Inc., 1954*
Flader, Louis and ttertle, 3• S«, Modern Photo
engraving » Chicagoi Modern Photoengraving Publishers-,
1948.

jaim, Hugo,

E and Composition*

Hew York: John

Wiley and Sons, 1947*
Kareh, E* Randolph, How to Plan and Buy Printing.
Englewood Cliffs, lew Jersey: Prentice-Hall, 1950.
Neblette, C* B., Brenin, Frederick W., and Priest,
Everett L., Elementary Photography*
York: Shft
MaeMill&r, Company., 1948.
Lithographic Technical Foundation, Inc., 131 East
39th Street, lew York, lew York.
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SUMMARY, C0H0LU3IQH AND RSCQMIEIf3ATI03?S
This study was concerned with the construction of &
graphic art® course of study of industrial arts students
engaged In the teacher education program at Prairie flew
A* and M# College,
The purpose of the study was to aid in developing
a course that will provide industrial arts students with
a broad understanding of the graphic arts, and to pro
vide the student with basic information concerning the
graphic arts*

Functions of the graphic-art® industry

were analysed for the purpose of securing curriculum com
ponents,

The components were reduced to a master list

and offered as th® body of subject matter from which
eurrlcular components will have to be derived.

Appli

cations of the subject were illustrated, and finally
implications were drawn for the graphic art® teacher
education course of study.
The study was limited by th© author*® experience
with the strengths and weaknesses of the students in
industrial arts teacher education program at Prairie

View A* and M» College,
A survey of literature of the graphic arts indus
try was made to determine the nature and outlook of the
graphic arts. As result© of this survey, it was conclu
ded that the graphic arts industry ranks very high among
the top ten industries and it seems that it will be with
us for many years to come®
fhe four major processes of graphic arts were
brought out in the course of study, they are: letter
press printing, offset printing, gravure printing, and
silk screen printing. In trying to determine which of
the processes were of the most importance, it was revealed
that according to the U, Sa Bureau of Labor Statistics,
the graphic arts are no longer determined by their use
of basic processes, since the larger plant® may use them
all. Consequently, they must be grouped according to
its major products®

The commercial job shop is the

largest division in terras of printing craftsmen employed.
It is made up of more than 12,000 commercial job shops,
where more than 600,000 people are employed, fhe
graphic arts payout more than a billion dollars a year
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in wages,
A survey of literature concerned with the develop
ment of curriculum materials in industrial education
was made. As a resultant of this survey a number of
methods, procedures, and contents were established for
use in the course of study.
The teaching materials are listed in the order of
their presentation, so that the student will get the
most out of the subject matter.

It is also listed so

that the student will get most of the important areas of
a graphic arts course, sine® it is virtually impossible
to include all of the graphic arts areas in one semester
of an industrial arts program,

The course is designed

to acquaint the student briefly with a few of the graphic
arts processes.

If the proposed course will familiarize

the student more vividly with some of the common pro
cedures in graphic arts, it will have accomplished its
major purpose.
Conclusion
It appears that this proposed course will provide
prospective industrial arts teachers with a knowledge
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of the graphic arts*
It is felt also that as a result of having taken
this course9 prospective students will increase their
probability

of making a higher score on the Rational

Teacher® .Examination.
Beconmendattons
This study has virtually increased the writer*®
view on graphic arts for industrial arts teacher®.
Certain major recoraaendatlom® are singled out here.
(1) It i® recommended to develop an evaluation
procedure to measure student achievement
after completing the course.
(2) To test Sational Teacher Examination per
formance of students taking course with
those not taking course#
(3) To develop a student study guide to supple
ment course of study.
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VITA
Willi® James Bell, Jr.
Bornt
Educations

August 9, 1924, Smithville, Texas
Sight years of grade school, four years
of high school, Salthrills High School,
Salthrill®, Texas; received a certifi
cate of Proficiency in Printing fro®
Prairie View A. and M. Collage, 1947?
received a certificate in the Mechanism
of the linotype Machine from Mergenthaler Linotype School, Brooklyn, lew
York, 1951| received the B. S. Degree
in Industrial Education frost Prairie
View A. and 1. College, 1959*

Experiences

Worked as a Linotype operator for the
Freeman's Publishing Company, Houston,
Texas from 1947 to 1949.

Employed at

Prairie View A. and M. College fro®
1949 to present as an Instructor in
Printing in the School of Industrial
Education and Technology, Department
of Printing,
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